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On Our Cover
The Conqueror,
from the Sirvent collection

I

am willing to bet that you haven’t seen
the Conqueror before. Note that I said
the Conqueror, not a Conqueror. According to Wilfred Beeching, “This was a
copy of the German ‘Stoewer’ inanced
after World War I by Lord Lascelles, sonin-law of King George V. It is said that
when the King heard about it, he forbade
any members of the royal family to engage in commerce or industry of any kind,
and so the project was abandoned. One
machine only was produced, but as the
whole assembly line for full-scale production had been prepared, it is estimated
that the typewriter must have cost well
over £1,000,000. It conquered nothing.
What was conceived as a colossus proved
to be a helpless pygmy!”
This extraordinary item is now in the
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Sirvent collection in Vigo, Spain. Alfredo Sirvent writes, “I collect typewriters
together with my four brothers, Pepe,
Ricardo, Luis, and Juan Carlos. The motive behind this ‘family’ collection is that
our father started the family business in
1940, as a repair shop and oice machine
store in which we ive brothers worked.
Today our business is mainly dedicated
to designer and oice furniture, with a
small part dedicated to photocopiers,
fax machines, a few typewriters, and
cash registers.”
Although we cannot be sure that this
Conqueror is really the only one in existence, it has no serial number. Alfredo
describes it as “essentially a reproduction of the Stoewer Record, but of much
lower quality.” Not exactly a tribute to
“all-British” engineering!
±
We all enjoy the sounds of typebars clacking and bells dinging. As we know, there are musical compositions such as Leroy
Anderson’s “The Typewriter”
that celebrate these sounds.
And then there’s the Boston
Typewriter Orchestra, a group
that performs only on typewriters. According to an article sent
in by Frank Lindauer,
“the founding member,
Tim Devin, was idly
tapping out a rhythm
on a kid’s typewriter
in time to the radio.
When a waitress
asked him to
desist, he
replied
that he
was the
conductor of the

Boston Typewriter Orchestra. His improvised claim became the truth.” See
and hear more at www.bostontypewriterorchestra.com.
±
Good news from Amsterdam: although the Virtual Typewriter Journal is
not being revived as a periodical, Paul
Robert is working on a book that will
collect the best articles from the VTJ
as well as some exciting new material. I
am sure it’s going to be a treat for every
typewriter lover.
±
Congratulations to Martin Howard
on his new wide-carriage straight-keyboard Williams no. 1, with velvet-lined
case, originally sold by Williams’ English
distributor in London. The serial number is 1276. Martin comments, “This is
a strange thing, as the serial number on
my curved-keyboard Williams (1410) is
higher. How can this be, I wonder?”
For a similar machine from the Breker
collection, but with composite keytops
and designated Model 3, see ETCetera no.
64, page 6. For more of Martin’s collection, visit www.antiquetypewriters.com.

the porcelain
writing ball
by flavio mantelli
and
sverre avnskog

A

debate on who should be considered
the real inventor of the typewriter is
something that was born with typewriter
collecting (if not earlier) and keeps on running today. Diferent inventors from different countries made diferent contributions in the very early days of typewriter
history, making it therefore very hard to
address only one of them as “the” inventor of the typewriter. However, what is
generally accepted as a fact is that the irst
mass-produced typewriter is the Malling
Hansen writing ball. What most people
don’t know is that at one point in history,
Rasmus Malling Hansen was doubted to be
the actual inventor of the machine bearing
his name.
In fact, in the 1920s a Danish professor
set forth false allegations that Malling Hansen was not the real inventor of the writing
ball, but had stolen his idea from an older
Danish inventor. This is when one of Hansen’s daughters, Johanne Agerskov, stepped
in and decided to make some very thorough
investigations on the matter and gain actual information on her father’s invention.
Luckily, she later published her indings in
a 1924 book entitled Hvem var Skrivekuglens
Opinder? (Who was the inventor of the writing
ball?). In her book she tells that her father
was already working with his idea for the

The keyboard of the 1870 model has 24 keys,
including the Danish æ and ø. Teknisk Museum,
Helsingør, Denmark. Photo by Dieter Eberwein.

writing ball in 1865, and that he had made
a porcelain ball which he used for the purpose of working out the best placement
of the letters. He tested diferent arrangements and tried to write a text as fast as
he could, while his brother-in-law, Johan A.
Heiberg, timed him. It became therefore
very clear that Malling Hansen was indeed
the original inventor of the writing ball, and
that the idea was completely his own! Mr.
Heiberg later conirmed this story to Mrs.
Agerskov, by consulting his diary. He lived
in the Malling-Hansen home for a period in
1865.
Until last year there was only one porcelain ball known, a white model treasured in
the Royal Scandinavia Museum. Luckily, in
2006 another one, this time painted black,
showed up at auction in Denmark and is
now a splendid highlight in the Mantelli
collection of Italy.
Both these porcelain writing balls have
36 “keys” (indentations) with lowercase
letters and punctuation only; this is quite
interesting, because Hansen used lowercase letters only in the very beginning for
his irst prototypes, while already with his
very irst production model of 1870 (which
looked like a wood case with typing ball on
top) he was using the capital letters instead.
Nevertheless, it is hard to tell if these two
porcelain balls known are those 1865 developmental models described in Mrs. Agerskov’s books, because it is speculated that
Hansen also made practice models to give
to the institutions he regarded as potential
customers. Moreover, although Hansen’s
irst working model of 1870 had capital letters on the keytops, all the letters written
with Hansen’s writing balls dated from 1870
to 1871 that we have today are written with
lowercase letters. Last but not least, the patent drawings of 1872 depict an arrangement
of keytops on the writing ball that is identical to that of the porcelain balls. Obviously,
the keyboard of the writing ball underwent
a constant development during the years:
the irst model had only 24 keys—with only
the lower-case letters, and without keys for

punctuation. The shape of the writing ball
remained the same, but increased in size, to
make space for 36 and later 52 keys on the
last models.
Given all this information, the Royal
Scandinavia Museum therefore claims their
porcelain ball should be from 1871; however, it is hard to date these inventor’s models
precisely. The specimen they treasure seems
actually to be an exhibition piece, while the
black model recently rediscovered seems to
have been heavily used.
The manager of the Royal Scandinavia
was very helpful in inding other information on the porcelain balls as well: it seems
that these porcelain balls were produced at
the factory called “Aluminia Fajance.” “Fajance” is a special form of porcelain; “Aluminia Fajance” had great success with its products, and bought the old royal porcelain
factory, “Royal Copenhagen,” in 1884.
There are still investigations to be made
on the matter of the keyboard of the writing ball, and for those readers who wish to
have other insights into Hansen’s development of his writing machines, we suggest
visiting the web site of the Rasmus Malling
Hansen Society at www.malling-hansen.
org. ±

This keyboard for a later model has 52 keys, which
was the maximum number of keys on a writing
ball. The placement of the letters has little in
common with the 1870 arrangement.
Photo by Dieter Eberwein.
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Charles Spiro: Reaching Back in Time
By Bertha S. Spiro
Introduced by Martin Howard

I

recently received an e-mail from Dan of Pleasantville, N.Y. He was buying the Bar-Lock 4
photographic print through my website, one of a
number of images for sale. This was very nice but
paled in comparison to what he told me next: his
great-grandfather is Mr. Charles Spiro! I was excited to say the least, knowing that I was speaking
to a relative of this great typewriter pioneer. Dan
said that he was, in general, aware of Mr. Spiro’s
work with the early typewriter industry but had
no stories to tell. He said that if his mother were
still alive she would have much to say, and added
that his aunt Rosemary, his mother’s sister,
was 83 and living in a nursing home and
that he would speak with her on the next
opportunity to see if there was more history
to share.
Well, he got back to me a week later with
a photo of the man himself, Mr. Charles Spiro, with a lovely young girl in his arms: his
granddaughter, Rosemary! She may be the
only person left now who knew Mr. Spiro
irsthand. It has been a moving experience
for me to be able to reach back in time to see
the face of Mr. Spiro and to know that the
beautiful young girl with him is still alive
and has memories of him. Mr. Spiro was
born in 1850 (died 1932), so he was probably
around eighty in this picture. Now Rosemary is that age. The chasm of time has not
yet closed.
What Dan also found was a biographical
sketch of Mr. Spiro written by Rosemary’s
mother, Bertha Spiro, wife of Walter Spiro,
son of Charles. The sketch was apparently
written for Collier’s magazine, and as Dan
says, “I’d be surprised if it was accepted”.
The story is a personal and afectionate look
at Spiro’s life by his daughter-in-law. The chronology of Spiro’s typewriter development is weak,
but in her account of his work as a watchmaker,
his profession as a lawyer, and his dedication to inventing typewriters, we get a much broader sense
of Mr. Spiro than we had before. He would have
been an impressive man in any age.
This might be the irst time a photo of Mr. Spiro has been published in recent history, and I am
very happy to be able to share it with you. I will
ensure that Dan receives this copy of ETCetera
that pays tribute to his special great-grandfather!

B

ack in the mechanically dark ages of 1850
Charles Spiro, one of the irst and greatest of the typewriter inventors, was born.
The hero of this little sketch, although he
worked in narrower ields than his more famous compatriot Thomas Alva Edison, has
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also made a useful and signiicant contribution to the mechanical progress of the nineteenth century.
The only son of a watch and chronometer
maker, Mr. Spiro was from earliest childhood surrounded by the tools of his father’s
trade in the little shop down in the lower
business district [of New York City], where
the watches and chronometers sold in the
shop were made by hand as was the custom
at that time.
The art of watch making, which was the

irst of the great modern industries to become mechanized, was still entirely a hand
craft. As a souvenir from that earlier day
I have in my possession watch number 29,
uncompleted, which was the last one upon
which Mr. Spiro worked. As a lad of 16 in
his father’s shop his ingenious mind pondered over the set-up of a watch to discover a better way to wind and set it than by
the clumsy key and side button then in use.
Before that time the operation of winding
one’s watch was comparable in its awkwardness to the frantic cranking of the irst automobiles. After pondering over the problem
for some time he worked out the stem setter
and winder for watches, and for this radical
improvement received the magniicent sum
of four thousand dollars. [U.S. Patent 96844,
Nov. 16, 1869 — Ed.] While to us a sum of

that size seems like a joke for recompense of
an epochal invention, to the watch-maker’s
son it seemed a princely and illimitable fortune. His imagination did not reach further
than the pleasures it would purchase.
After a division of the reward with his
proud father he promptly threw down his
tools, deserted the chronometer shop, and
set sail for the older world to see and taste
life. The next six months were very pleasantly passed in rambling about in England
and Germany. The young mechanic really
surrendered to the spell of European
culture and acquired cosmopolitanism all too rare in the product of New
York. His violin training had been
started in his sixth year, and now with
leisure and at least temporary opulence, he was able to indulge in concert-going in the musical Germany
of that day and to improve his own
technique in practice. Later on he was
forced to professionalize this gift, and
it stood him in good stead as a means
to further education.
As his return to America drew
nearer the prospect of long hours at
the watch-maker’s bench held a very
faint appeal for the young inventor. As
a school boy he had possessed a real
lair for debating, and his mother, like
so many women in a humble social
class, was ambitious to place her son
in one of the learned professions. He
fell in with this notion now; mechanics seemed a dull and dusty business,
which failed to ofer the excitement
and variety of a lawyer’s life.
So with the full consent of his parents,
and the enthusiastic support of his mother,
he broke away from his old life. Enrollment
at Washington University, now Washington
and Lee University, followed, and the next
two years were spent there. Mr. Spiro graduated from that institution with the degree
of L.L.B. During those years he supported
himself by playing the violin in a theatre
orchestra in the City of Washington. The
states at that time were separate entities to
a much greater degree than at present, and
when he returned to New York he was not
admitted to the bar of his native state until an additional year of study at New York
University certiied his as ready to practice
law in the state.
Mr. Spiro enjoyed several years of ease and
prosperity as a young lawyer with a growing

practice. In fact there was talk of making
him a judge. He undoubtedly would have
had an honorable career on the bench, but
fate willed it otherwise. After nine years as
a lawyer his legal career was brought to an
untimely end by one of those chances that
so often change the course of our lives. The
man in the oice across the hall became a
proud possessor of a Remington typewriter
and called Mr. Spiro in one day when he was
passing to admire the new marvel. His feelings were mingled of admiration for the ingenuity displayed in the machine and criticism that such a clever mechanism should
be so unhandily and clumsily contrived. At
home, with his mind still illed with the
wonder of the invention he had just seen,
he was busy mentally designing and re-designing it. Mechanics was still one of his hobbies and he had a little machine shop set up
in the cellar with a lathe and tools.
After some weeks spent in working out
problems of design the model was started
on the lathe and in two months the new
machine was completed. At this point Mr.
Spiro showed it to a brother-in-law who
ejaculated in traditional brother-in-law
fashion, “Charlie, we’ve got a fortune there.”
Other relatives were now invited to inspect
the new machine and all felt that it marked
a great advance on the few primitive typewriters then in use and expressed great conidence in its future.
That was at the very beginning of the
typewriter art. The machines were very
crude afairs in much the stage of their development as the early motor car. And although people did not shout “Get a horse”
at their users they undoubtedly often had
cause to say, “Get a pen.” It is no part of
my purpose to describe here the evolution
of the typewriter, to which the gentleman
I am describing made such a great
contribution. We know that it

instrument indispensable in
evolved from a little contrivthe modern business oice.
ance which wrote about 40
In 1894 the
words a minute when one
greatrevolved a wheel
est
by hand to rotate the type,
to the massive
str uct u re
it is today,
which
does ever y thing
in a business oice
but powder
the stenographer’s nose. Some
tribute
that
of Mr. Spiro’s improvements on the typewriter are the automatic ribbon feed, the can be paid to an American inventor was
bar-lock, which prevents the typing from bestowed upon Mr. Spiro when the John
being carried of the paper, the removable Scott medal of the Franklin Institute was
platen, and most important of all, visible conferred upon him in recognition of his
writing; that is that every part of what is typewriter inventions described in a series
of 20 patents, which comprise the history
written is completely visible continuously.
A small company with capital contributed and development of the typewriter. During
by relatives was formed in 1884 to manufac- the irst years of the business the machine
ture the new machine under the name of was sold in this country, but as the industry
the “Columbia Typewriter Co.” Typical of developed England and the continent took
the way in which the work of the inventor is most of the output of the factory. The busiregarded by businessmen, Mr. Spiro put in ness was housed for many years in a solid old
as much money as the other partners in the red brick building on West 116th St., which
enterprise, and the invention of the type- now is headquarters for a religious and
writer, for the same amount of return on the social settlement house. The business reinvestment as the other interested persons ceived a blow from which it never recovered
received. The new company started manu- when one of the partners hypothecated the
facturing in an old wooden building in Har- securities for some inancial scheme of his
lem. So much diiculty was encountered in own. This crippled the business, deprived
inding a competent superintendent that it of capital and forced manufacturing on a
all those interested in the business decided smaller scale.
The business and patents have been sold
that the inventor of the machine was the
only person capable of guiding the steps of long since and this is all ancient history. Mr.
the infant industry through its endangered Spiro’s four sons have followed in the mebeginnings until it should be launched as chanical tradition of their father and manua going manufacturing business. Perhaps facture and sell their own mechanical prodthe part of any process of invention least ucts in old red brick factory in a country
understood by the lay public is the long town on the Hudson shores.
A rich and interesting life has been lived
tedious stretch of time between a perfect working model of a device and the by the subject of this sketch; his mind has
transformation of the same device ranged over many ields of design and he has
into a marketable manufactured prod- taken out patents in phonography, matrix
uct. It involves all the steps between machines and automatic machinery. Mutheory and practice in any line of sic has been his dear companion and solace
during a long and stormy life of 82 years. He
endeavor.
Mr. Spiro relinquished is still trying to perfect his technique on his
his pleasant and lucrative iddle and the mechanical and social proglaw practice and took ress of the future holds great interest for
active charge of the him. Although his achievements are very
new venture. Ten great, he interests me even more because
years saw the al- of the unique quality of haphazardness and
most
complete lack of any formal preparation for the ields
evolution of the in which he has so successfully toiled. ±
typewriter into the Pictured: Columbia No. 2 #977 & Bar-Lock No.
mechanically perfect 4 #13133, from the Martin Howard collection.
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The Mitterhofer

Exhibition:
New Insights
Dresden Model

by Jos Legrand

Vienna II Model

tarting in September 2005, an exhibition for about two and a half years. His article concept actually was not altered throughout
toured through Europe: Schreiben wie ge� is the only technical inquiry among the six his models also its his attempt to recondrückt (Writing like Printing). It was irst to contributions included in the catalogue; it is struct the paper carriage of the irst Vienna
be seen in the Technical Museum in Vienna, also the most controversial piece. As a sci- model: staircase-like wooden keys, with the
the Austrian capital, then in the Technische entiic scholar, Rolf gives us a much more keys meshing perpendicularly in the interSammlungen in Dresden in the former East detailed perspective than any author before mediate levers; upstrike through types on
Germany, to end in Merano, Italy, in July him. That leads to a fresher look at the old typebars; connection between keys and
machines, but also at old opinions. Rolf is typebars through intermediate levers and
2006. There I was almost the last visitor.
the
irst to express the view that to all mod- pressing rods; proportional writing. That reThe theme was the typewriters of the
els
there
belonged a suitable wooden case; construction has also been carried out and
Tyrolean Peter Mitterhofer, made between
machine
and
case have to be seen as a whole. is based on a comparison with the Dresden
1864 and 1869. Mitterhofer is considered to
be one of the most brilliant among the in- For Mitterhofer the most important inno- model, which does include a complete paventors from before the Remington produc- vation was not only print, but also the fact per carriage. For the irst time a substantial
tion. The American ignorance about Mitter- that with the machine one could write out- discussion has been entered into regarding
hofer is striking. Even in the newest Ameri- doors, even in bad weather, and that, with Richard Krcal, worshipped Viennese restorcan literature not a single reference to Mit- the lid on it, no one could look at the writ- er from the sixties, and his reconstruction of
terhofer can be found: Sutherland, Lippman, ing; “oicials alicted with less readable the same model.
A real surprise comes at the end of Rolf’s
Rehr, and recently Russo say nothing about handwriting could also copy several highly
him. Mitterhofer appeared only once on the important documents themselves, in order argumentation. Mitterhofer’s last machine
American scene, in an article in ETCetera no. to preserve oicial secrecy,” as Mitterhofer is not the Vienna II model that was left
49 provided by the Austrian Press and Infor- put it in his irst request to the emperor in behind in Vienna, but the model that has
1866. The idea is not new, in the sense that stayed in Merano since 1905!
mation Service.
But it is not so much Rolf’s contribution
The exhibition in the City Museum of Mitterhofer himself already described it,
Merano was exceedingly ine and serene. but Rolf needs it to complete the partially to the exhibition catalogue (there also apThe whole was completed by a very careful surviving case of the Vienna I model. That peared an addition from his hand) as much
catalogue in German and Italian. For the reconstruction has been carried out and was as an article in the Historische Bürowelt from
irst time all the Mitterhofer models could to be seen at the exhibition. The catalogue April last year that has shaken up the earbe seen together, with almost all the other article dedicates only one sentence to it, but lier state of afairs pretty well. Rightly, in
there are two unpublished articles that un- my opinion, Rolf proceeds from the fact
known material.
derlie
it.
that the platen process that Mitterhofer
The scientiic state of afairs before the
Rolf’s assumption that Mitterhofer’s had chosen for the Vienna II model brought
exhibition focused on determining the order
with it some weighty problems in regard to
of the several Mitterhofer models. There are
the appearance of the typewriting. I myself
four of them, and one presumes a ifth modthink that his inability to produce an efecel. Roughly they can be divided into wooden
tive bell device, and therefore the impossiup-strike machines with a lat paper carrier,
bility of producing a lowing text that could
and iron-studded models with a platen. They
compete with handwriting, led Mitterhofer
are named after their present residences: Vito stop the whole project. Thereupon he
enna I, Dresden, (lost third model), Merano,
went (for the second time) to the Austrian
Vienna II. That determination of the order
emperor and sold the machine.
has occupied the German literature pretty
Try to imagine. There is a man in a
well throughout the last century. The exhismall village at the foot of a mountain, and
bition makes new statements about it, but
Merano Model (as found)
he constructs a typewriter on his own. In
on the other hand, a lot of other things have
wood, carpenter as he was, with hardly any
not been said. For that reason I miss a comother possibilities. With the last model that
mentary on the known literature. There is
 L.Rolf, “Versuch der Rekonstruktion von
he makes, he goes to the emperor of Austria.
not even a reading list.
By foot, that is, with the thing on a barrow!
But some new research has been done, Papierträger und Kastendeckel des Modells Wien
1864,” Berlin 2005?, 18 pp., not published; L.Rolf,
Across the Brennerpass, Innsbruck, and on
right enough. Lutz Rolf, the exceedingly “Nachbau einer Abdeckung für das Gehäuse von
to Vienna, more than 600 kilometers. How
esteemed typewriter reseacher from Berlin, Peter Mitterhofers Schreibapparat Modell Wien
many pairs of shoes do you wear out? And
has investigated the machines thoroughly 1864,” Berlin 2005?, 5 pp., not published.

S
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fairly functioning model (II) in Vienna.
My guess is that the exhibition surely will
not be the last word in the Mitterhofer discussion. ±
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Schreiben wie gedrückt: Peter Mitterhofers
Schreibmaschinen 1864-1869, Vienna 2005.
L.Rolf, “Mitterhofers letzte Schreibmaschine: Irrtümer und Fakten,” Historische
Bürowelt 73:4 (2006), pp.3-12.

Merano Model (Krcal restoration)

you have to go back again. What a diference from his contemporary Sholes.
Until recently, literature took the stand
that that sale was also Mitterhofer’s inal
feat. But Rolf says that afterwards Mitterhofer developed his typewriter just a little
further, resulting in the Merano model,
which was regarded as the next-to-last machine until now. On the ground of mainly
technical considerations, and the fact that
the Merano model its into a separate case
made by Mitterhofer, but only without the
platen reconstructed by Krcal, Rolf gets to
the conclusion that the Merano model not
only was the last one in the series, but also
was furnished with a lat paper carriage. In
his article in Historische Bürowelt he delineates a reconstruction of that lat carriage.
The author makes some impressive arguments, but on the ground of a series of unanswered questions in regard to the Mitterhofer models, I am not convinced yet. Those
questions concern, among other things, the
so-called lost model from 1866. Also, explanations have never been given for the malfunctioning of the bell system, in my opinion the reason that the inventor stopped
the whole thing; hyphenation is essential in
Mitterhofer’s concept. Because of his choice
of platen device and of the principle of continuous writing plus sticking to proportional writing, Mitterhofer wasn’t able to create
a functioning bell system. He couldn’t cope
with these conlicting axioms. Besides that,
it is hard to accept that in the 23 years between the sale of the completed machine
and his decease in 1893 Mitterhofer came
only to a crude machine, which should have
been the perfected version of the otherwise

February 2007
• Eichenau meeting features machines
with Bakelite housing
• 5th anniversary of typewriter
museum in Wattens, Austria
• Norbert Schwarz (nt-schwarz@web.
de) seeks literature on TW ribbons,
ink rollers, etc. for a history

Vol. 19, no. 1, February 2007
• Mike Brown’s choices for “Ten Best
Typewriters”
• Vintage ads, photos, and letters
Vol. 19, no. 2, May 2007
• Rupert T. Gould, pioneering British
typewriter collector

No. 26, February 2007
• Latest auction results and European
meetings
No, 39, May-August 2007
• An introduction to Hammonds
• Helios and Bennett compared
• Remembering Glauco Pegorini
Upcoming Breker auction:
Oice Antiques,
Science & Technology, Toys
June 9, 2007
For details visit www.breker.com

Marketplace
For sale: Crown collection. 62
typewriters, 5 toy TWs, and various adders, pencil sharpeners,
staplers, scales, check protectors,
and typewriter miniatures. Typewriter highlights include Armstrong, Chicago, Edelmann, Emerson, Franklin, Hall, Kancler,
Molle, Noiseless portable, Odell,
Peoples, Royal Bar-Lock, Smith
Premier 1, Virotyp, Yost. Prefer
to sell collection as a whole.
Contact Dave Crown, westhold@
yahoo.com, 805-374-0085.
For sale: typewriter history books,
all in excellent condition. Buyer
pays shipping.
1991 Green Book, Typex TW/calc.
price guide, 46 pgs., $10
Adler, The Writing Machine, $30
Collector’s Guide, Post, 1981, $15
Current, The Typewriter and the Men
who Made It, 1988, $15
Mares, History of TW, 1985, $15
Richards, History & Development of
Typewriters, 1964, $20
Story of the Typewriter 1873-1923,
Herkimer Co. Hist. Soc., $30
Typewriter Legend, Masi/Sutherland,
Panasonic, 1985, $30
A Visit to the Home of the L.C. Smith
Typewriter, Onondaga Historical
Assn., 1989, 24 pgs., $10
All for $150. Donald W. Boyd, Jr.,
Bufalo, NY, 716-836-3993.
For sale: 70 portables in Canberra,
Australia. Many models of
Remington, Corona,
Underwood, Olympia, Imperial and Hermes, among others.
Years ranging from 1920s to
1970s. Very reasonable prices.
Contact Robert Messenger at
rmesseng@bigpond.net.au.
For sale: Smith-Corona electric
owned by Walter Gibson (author
of “The Shadow” and many
books on magic), with certiicate
of authenticity and a carbon
of one of Gibson’s true-crime
stories from the 1950s. $250 plus
shipping. Michael Saler,
mtsaler@aol.com.
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

A

rt of the typewriter? Yes, it exists in
the form of the poster stamp. The
ive represented here are for the Blickensderfer #7 (ca. 1897), Yost #15 (ca. 1908),
Continental #1 with tabulators (ca. 1914),
Mercedes #1 (ca. 1913) and Famos index
(ca. 1910).
“Poster stamp” refers to a sub-category that philatelists call “Cinderella,”
deined as any imprint usable on a postal
envelope that was not issued for postal
purposes by a government or other public
agency. Ideally, the subcategory “poster
stamp” refers to a stamp that is a miniature reproduction of an original poster.
The technology that made possible
the inexpensive mass production of posters and their polychrome miniatures was
rooted in the last half of the 19th century,
and their stunning colors stemmed from
the invention of vibrant printing inks,
especially in Germany. German poster
stamps are more common than American ones, which are relatively crude.
In reality, collectors usually do not
know if a poster stamp actually was pre-
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ceded by a full-sized poster. Such posters
were often large and printed on fragile
paper, and few of them survive from the
period associated with the stamps. Luckily, many poster stamps themselves often
have lasted more than a century just because of their small size and Lilliputian
beauty, although very few of the artists
who created them are known today. The
collecting of poster stamps became a
craze in the 1890-1920 period—the same
when the stamps were an important form
of advertising. They were commonly
used by businesses to seal their envelopes, and, by the beginning of the 20th
century, the stamps were also increasingly used to advertise exhibitions, such
as the Panama-Paciic Exhibition in San
Francisco (1915).
Typewriter companies were among
the early innovators in the creation of
polychrome advertising poster stamps.
The earliest here, the Victorian one for
Blickensderfer, was printed about 1897.
The same image appears on two-color
trade catalogs with the text in English on

the image, but the German text in the
stamp is related to the strong efort in the
pre-WWI period by American typewriter manufacturers to sell in Europe. The
European marketing focus is also seen
in the art nouveau image for the Yost
15, a typewriter mostly marketed in Europe. The stamps for the German-made
Continental, Mercedes, and Famos (also
sold in France as the “Victoria”—shown
clearly here to be a toy index machine),
are for typewriters intended to reach European customers. The Mercedes stamp
is illustrative of a category within poster
stamps that is often called a “die-cut,”
and this one is even more unusual because it has a three-dimensional cameo
of the subject.
The images represent a tiny sample of
a great area of typewriter ephemera. I enjoy scanning them to make posters of at
least 8.5” x 11” size and framing them for
my oice. These little canvases are only
one form of the art of the typewriter. I’ll
bring you more in future columns. ±

Show & Tell .....................................Groma N, War Version

I

was surprised to come across this unusual
German typewriter in an antique mall in St.
Louis, Missouri. I even got a good deal on it.
It’s a Groma Model N, serial number 247,062,
made in 1944, with a Dutch keyboard. (It has
the character pair “ij” as a single key. The book
Quirky QWERTY says that “ij” is used only
in Dutch; “ij” is also on some of the Dutch
keyboard layouts in Beeching.) A decal seems
to say Kriegsaufmachung, Güte unverändert, or
“War version, quality unchanged.”
The typewriter has some obvious concessions to wartime production, such as almost
no nickel plating where it would be expected
on a model N made either earlier or later. For
instance, the carriage return arm is painted,
which also shows the typewriter didn’t get
used much, since the paint isn’t worn of the
arm. I was surprised to see that it has currency symbols for Dutch lorins (cursive F)
and the English pound, plus a dollar sign, but
apparently that was common on Dutch keyboards (according to the layouts in Beeching).
The key rims are odd also; they’re some kind
of a soft, silvery alloy, instead of nickel-plated,
pressed steel. It appears that only the margin
adjustments and the case hardware are typical nickel-plated steel. The top cover (around
the keyboard and ribbon spools) is deinitely
a diferent color than the black body of the
typewriter, say a very dark brown, or maybe
a muddy black.
I’m not someone who’s given to thinking
about who used a particular typewriter in
the past, but I must admit that it gave me
a weird feeling when I discovered that the
serial number showed that it was produced
in 1944. I suppose it was probably only used
in a business in German-occupied Holland,
but you have to think that at least some
of the materials in it were produced by
forced labor or in factories that came
under Allied attack. Fortunately,
since it has the Dutch keyboard,
there are no German military
symbols that some people seem
to ind fascinating.
—John Pulley,
St. Charles, Missouri
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Collector’s Corner ...........................................John Kearns
“W

hat are you going to do with a
liberal arts degree? Teach? Go to
law school?” I went to law school. Locked
inside me, however, is still the writer that
“shouldabeen.” Shouldabeen a journalist,
shouldabeen a writer, shouldabeen writing
bestselling potboilers for the last twenty
years. Although the law school was actually a long time ago (I will turn 51 on 9/11),
it doesn’t seem like so long ago, because I
have always avoided the “shoulda – woulda – coulda’s” by maintaining an eternal
conidence in the possibilities of life. I’ve
maintained my lexibility far more persistently than most. I’ve been a lawyer, a bigirm tax accountant, an executive recruiter, a pension law editor, a gallery owner, a
laborer in a heavy steel processing plant, a
bartender, a limo driver … The latest, best
incarnation has me building a busy, successful general and immigration law practice, with my charming wife, Juliana, that
now employs 7 to 12 people. We cater to
an immigrant client-base, concentrating
mostly in Eastern Europe. This has been
building for 15 years, but we have really
taken of over the past ive.
How did we inally build that success?
I write, inally – one or two articles per
week. I have over 250 in the can, says
Juliana, my editor, archivist, and translator. Our reputation precedes us, based on
these articles, in 10 or 15 diferent publications and on the internet, in Bulgarian,
Ukrainian, Lithuanian, Romanian, Serbian, Russian, Urdu, Spanish, and some
languages I forget. We have cases across
the country and overseas. It’s a whirlwind,
all lowing from the word-of-mouth and
good will generated by my weekly writing.
Ah, the power of the written word! So, a
year ago, on the buzz from Larry McMurtry’s statement when receiving the Golden Globe that he writes everything on his
trusty Hermes 3000, I decided to do a
Google search for Hermes typewriter, just
to see what one looked like. That’s how
I found eBay. You can imagine how that
turned out. I am perhaps embarrassed to
say I have three or four hundred dusty
bangers stacked away, awaiting a spif and
polish, adjustment and new ribbon.
But I only found my way into typewriter collecting (and eBay) by way of
Dan Puls’ MrTypewriter.com site. Dan
and I have exchanged a lot of emails, and
I give him accolades for his marketing of
the romance and style of the vintage typers as the writer’s friend. Mr. Typewriter
imbued me with the practical romance of
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John and Juliana at the gold-plated Royal
the “writerly” models, putting them in a
context meant to charm, educate, and sell.
It worked with me. I was charmed, educated (somewhat), and imbued with the
collecting bug. My second great ind was
our internet e-mail groups.
I may kid about the divorce possibilities generated by typewriter collecting,
but Juliana has calmed down a lot by now.
She was in Barcelona when I started bidding on eBay; by the time she returned
I had quite a few typewriters in transit.
But she has since adjusted. Probably the
Groma Kolibri had something to do with
it. She loved it. I told her I really want to
encourage her writing. It’s true! OK, and
the sailboat.
The piles of incoming forced me to
come up with a plan to rejuvenate interest
in typewriters among the masses (i.e., sell
typewriters). I saw that frustrated yuppie
professionals and management types (myself included) generally had a novel locked
inside, or thought they did, or at least felt
a need to express themselves. They need
to write; they want to buy typewriters;
and I am looking for a business purpose to
ind a way to get myself and my wife closer
to developing our writing portfolios. It’s a
natural! So we are rejuvenating a selection
of machines with the purpose of promoting writing. Our model is the “Writers’
Loft” seminar-style classes advertised in
any alternative press or writing zine. Creative types abound in our artsy Chicago
neighborhood of Wicker Park; I think
we will ind a ready market. Our plans
are to use our staf and oices to start an
evening writing school, marketing to cre-

ative writers as well as to businesses that
want to improve their junior associates’
and staf managers’ writing skills. (Hey,
the associates I hire can’t write!) We can
hopefully ind seminar leaders from the
junior instructor ranks of the local community colleges. We can ofer English
classes preparing immigrants for the citizenship interview. To the writers, we can
ofer marketing services, such as helping
them build a portfolio, perhaps putting
out a small periodical, and scanning their
typescripts into Word-editable docs using
OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
technology. They type their stuf, the
seminars work it into good shape, they get
expert critique and editing, and then walk
out with it on a disk. That’s the dream.
But who will rehab and maintain all of
these aging dusties? I have one guy in Chicago that is worth his salt as a repair tech,
Steve Kazmier. He works from 10 till 3
every weekday, and takes two or three
months to knock out a machine. His shop
is stufed with precious old typewriters
awaiting repair, but, despite his semi-retirement, he refuses to take on an apprentice even if he could ind one. He has been
through the lean times, and now he is as
cocky as a rock star, with the feature articles about him and the renaissance in
typewriters posted on his wall. There will
come a day when there will be no more
of the Old Guard left to keep these machines properly maintained. There will
be a second wave of yard and estate sales
in another 15 or 20 years, as the current
crop of yuppie writer wannabees give up
their typewriters for lack of maintenance.
Maintenance and restoration will be left
to the hands of the hobbyists, who will not
be able to keep up with demand. There
will be no more little repair shops.
Something must be done to rejuvenate
the repair tech side of the business. This
is my crusade. And parts! I love these
Hermes – but the platen knobs break!
Where are the spare parts? Cannibalize another machine? C’mon! How much
efort have I put into proselytizing and
converting key-choppers on-line, only to
have that be my best answer from the aicionados? [See this issue’s Letters for an idea.
—Ed.]
Finding, saving, restoring, and maintaining these high-design, high-reward
(in the pleasure of usage), historically signiicant, mechanical artifacts – symbols
of the achievement of civilization – this is
truly God’s work. ±

Portables, ETCetera by

Will Davis

M

any new collectors of typewriters today ind themselves, upon
receipt of a damaged machine, looking
for help via experienced collectors or
else through an established typewriter
repair shop. Much of the time this is
due to the fact that the actual owner of
the machine has little or no mechanical
experience, and is not willing to dive
inside one of these machines and start
removing parts they’re sure will never
ind their way back again. In a real sense
this is highly unfortunate, because that
look inside a machine with a view to actually disassembling and repairing it is
well worth any headaches.
Last year, I decided to ramp up activity here from simple repairs to much
heavier repairs and restoration, and enlisted my brother Dave for the project.
Actually, I didn’t really enlist him; one
day, I had a wrecked Rex Visible No. 4
outside and was overheard to say a few
choice words; Dave walked over and
asked what I was doing. I pointed out
the problem, and being a total machinery nut like myself he had to get his
own hands on it. Ever since then, he’s
been helping with the work (which can
be seen online at my site.) The ongoing
experience of tearing into these machines has caused me to look at them in
yet again a diferent way – or number of
ways – which can’t be had unless you’re
willing to tear machines apart.
Probably the most important thing is
my total re-evaluation of what’s worth
working on or restoring and what’s not.
Prior to this efort, many machines
went by that were “only good for parts.”
So many I can’t tell you, in fact. However, the irst machine for this project
(the aforementioned Rex) was in much
worse shape than I’d hoped for; the auction photos made it look as if it might
just be ilthy. Oh, it was, but it was also
very jammed, bent, snapped, broken
and wrecked. With our fearless mindset
here, though, these were just more challenges to be met, and in fact we decided
we might as well start with a “worst case”
machine. That it came out so well told
me something; it told me that many of
the machines I’ve seen, and would like
to have had but were “too bad,” very
probably were not too bad, had I decided
to do the kind of work we did with the

Will (left) and Dave (right) in the workshop
Rex (and a number of others by now as
well).
I also obtained a completely wellrounded view of the manufacturing end
of typewriters. It’s one thing to know
what a stamping is, as compared to a
casting; but it’s quite another to take
a machine said to be designed for easy
assembly and disassembly and actually
perform these tasks compared to machines whose designs or patents make
no such claims. There is a beauty in the
design of the Harris / Rex which I ind
almost unmatched elsewhere, and I got
to really embrace that through work.
DeWitt C. Harris explained in complete
detail his vision of the requirements for
eicient manufacturing in his patent
material, and although I understood
what he was saying I couldn’t feel it until
I had my hands in it. Prior to the job,
the Harris / Rex were foremost among
my favorite machines already, but I feel
an even closer connection now.
I asked Dave what his impressions
about the machines are, so far; he has
a diferent viewpoint, being (like myself) a life-long machinery nut but not
speciically being a typewriter collector.
He notes that there are many ways to
skin a cat, and that the idea that every
four-bank front-strike is the same as
every other is total bunk. Once you get

inside a machine, he says, you really can
tell what the people who designed and
built it knew about machines even if
the actual execution failed them. “That
quickly removable top deck on the Harris,” he says, “is a really impressive feature along with the unitized construction, and you’d have to imagine it would
have been among the easier machines
to repair … although you do also have
to imagine that the ones that never
showed up in the shop outlasted it! Still,
the design of the machine is pretty well
done and you’d have to think other factors than just the quality of design and
manufacture did it in.” He also agrees
with me that there is a fascination to see
how many ways you can do one thing,
and that actually investigating machines
of the same general purpose but of different makes and models is endlessly interesting. “All of the ones we’ve done so
far have been diferent, totally, even if
they were aimed at the same market or
were of the same age, so there’s always
something new.”
And that’s the best part of doing
things ourselves – always inding something new and interesting. It has added
an entirely fresh perspective to this
hobby, and given yet one more way to
not only enjoy but understand these machines. ±
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Letters
There is a machine shop that provides downloadable software so people
can design their own custom pieces and
have them tooled and shipped: www.
emachineshop.com. What if people who
have time + engineering skills + some rare
typewriter would measure its parts (with
an electronic digital caliper, available on
eBay) and create an archive of iles—
each part needs its own ile—which can
be made available on your website, with
assembly instructions and drawings published in your magazine?
The recipe for a certain typewriter
would never be out of fashion, and it
would allow people who don’t have a particular typewriter to create a replica of
any model they want, or get a particular
missing piece or part for their own incomplete or broken original.
Some parts can’t be ordered on emachineshop.com, but those are possible to
arrange by other means. For example, images of keytops can be ofered as a PDF
ile; decals can be ordered elsewhere online, and the same is true for metal and
enamel logos or emblems, rubber parts,
and ribbons.
It looks hard but possible to achieve!
I think that starting with small parts will
be an easy step and attract many others
who need just one part to replace a broken one.
Alex Volkov
Burlingame, Cal.
This is an exciting idea, and eventually I
think such services will play an important
role for collectors of mechanical antiques. I
do not have the time to organize this project
myself, but I hope other ETCA members will
look into the possibility of designing some simple replacement parts for rare machines. (My
New Model Crandall needs a ribbon spool …)
Congratulations on your rare Braille
typewriter. One can see quite clearly
that it’s the work of a mechanic who
knew what he was doing. The work has
been done very cleanly and thoughtfully.
It probably never reached mass production because it was the wrong time, and
of course because of the inancial diiculties of marketing it commercially.
Franz Meyer
Munich
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If I were you, I wouldn’t remove the
original cord from the machine, and
about the number 8, I’m almost sure that
it’s the serial number. I showed the photos of your Brailler to another collector
who is also a mechanic, and he thinks
exactly the same thing. We also noticed
the keyboard design—something different that you don’t see on other machines.
I really liked Jim Rauen’s Jackson,
Rapid, and Fitch.
Stellios Peios
Madrid
Nice article on your Braille typewriter! So ugly, but also so rare …
Reinmar Wochinz
Munich
From a 1980 Adler-Royal dealers’ newsletter sent in by member Luis Arias, Jr.:
Puerto Rico’s Education Department
owns about 4,000 Adler Typewriters,
and Luis Arias, Jr. is the reason. … Luis
has Adlerized the Commonwealth, becoming Mr. Adler to many in the process.
In the early Sixties, Luis was an
Olympia dealer in Cuba. He, his wife
and small son left that country in 1963
and settled in San Juan … In the early
years, Adler was an unknown quantity. Luis and his staf had to battle
entrenched brands and an uninterested group of government agencies.
But Luis persisted, demanded fair play,
gave superb service, and incidentally,
courted the secretaries. He organized
a Secretaries’ Club and he catered to
their needs with special ofers and a
monthly bulletin …
A picture shows Luis with a display of
vintage typewriters. We salute him for his
record of business success and his longtime
support of our hobby.

New on the Shelf
Miguel Castro: American index 1,
Edison 1, Famos/Famous/Victoria
(German, American, & French
versions), Fitch (British), Hall
New York, Helios, HeliosKlimax, Karli, Kosmopolit,
Ludolf, Nouveau Siècle, Odell
1 “seal foot,” Odell 3, Pettypet
#K17256, Simplex Louisiana
Souvenir, and Ultima [wow!]
Shannon Johnson: Mimeoscope 1,
Mimeograph 77
Flavio Mantelli: Eclipse (Brooks),
Hansen porcelain kbd., Waverley
Ettore Poccetti: Yost 1 #867
[pictured above]
Richard Polt: MBM Mercury
(Consul), Original Matou�,
1912 Stenotype
Herman Price: chrome Bar Let 2,
Bar Let 3 prototype, Franconia,
chrome Royal portable, Smith
Visible (Yetman)
Richard Rye: 2 ’30s Continentals,
3 ’30s Imperials, 4 Burroughs,
Moscow portable, 2 Ivitsas
(electric Russian portable)
Mark Taff: Commercial Visible 6
Cor van Asch: Edelmann, bronze
Fay-Sholes, Heady, French
Lambert, Lord Baltimore
Wim Van Rompuy: Densmore 2, red
Mignon, Virotyp, Williams 4, and
new website: www.typewriter.be.
Peter Weil: Emerson 3 (early
version) #3545, Densmore 5
#274531
Reinmar Wochinz: Gerda
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